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Abstract 
 
Turbulent times demand tough decisions to be taken and tough decisions demand high quality 

information that tells what the right decision is. In other words, information quality is one of the key 

determinants for the quality of the decisions that need to be made within an organisation.   In general 

more than 98% of our assets are managed by data and information, while business costs of nonquality 

data are estimated around 10% to 25% of the revenue of an organisation. The need for high quality of 

information is even increasing through the emergence of real-time information, the growth of data 

warehouses and improved accessibility of information.  That is why the quality of information for 

strategic decisions is of special interest. These strategic decisions are made along the most important 

drivers of an organisation which are derived from the value driver tree (VDT). Such a VDT is developed 

for Economic Value Added (EVA). For that reason, the relation between information quality and the VDT 

of EVA is subject to this research. This is a relation that has not been addressed in literature before.  

To obtain insight in the relation between information quality and the VDT of EVA, a conceptual 

framework is developed. The purpose of this framework is to assess the data and information quality 

and provide priorities among the data and information quality initiatives.  

To design and evaluate this conceptual framework the research has been performed in two phases. 

First, a conceptual framework is designed, based on the methodology of the research framework for 

Information Systems research of Hevner et al. (2004). This research framework combines a behavioral-

science and a design-science paradigm and presents an iterative process to allow for a better design of 

the conceptual framework. Second, this framework is evaluated by performing a case study at an 

international petrochemical company. 

In the design of the conceptual framework a combination is made of three constructs. The first construct 

is the data transformation. This transformation describes the transformation from data to information, 

which means that raw recordings or observations of facts are transformed to data endowed with 

relevance, purpose and meaning to be used in decision-making. This data transformation within 

organisations often happens in a Data Warehouse. 

The second construct is the quality perspective on data and information. There is only a small difference 

between data and information quality, where the subjective side of data quality refers to the 

interpretation of information. Although there is a difference between data and information quality, 

authors agree upon the fact that both are multi-dimensional constructs.  

The third construct is the value driver tree (VDT) of Economic Value Added (EVA). EVA is one of the most 

commonly used and studied measures for Value Based Management (VBM).  EVA is a financial 

management system developed by a New York consulting firm, Stern Stewart & Co. A VDT of EVA allows 

to breakdown EVA in measurable performance measures.  

Together, the three constructs provide the foundation of the conceptual framework. Each of the 

constructs represents an axis in the conceptual framework and therefore represents a different 

perspective on information quality.  
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The best approach to apply the conceptual framework is a hybrid approach that combines that allows 

for the traceability as well as the understandability of the framework. The traceability of information 

quality refers to the traceability per dimension, per measure and on the transformation from data to 

information. This implies that data and information can be measured on the same dimensions and that 

the measures for these dimensions can be transformed from objective (data) to subjective 

(information).  However, to improve the understandability the information quality dimensions are 

relabelled.  

In the case study, the conceptual framework is refined for ChemCo, a large international petrochemical 

company with regional headquarters located in the Netherlands. The framework is applied for one 

selected performance measure to test if the framework provides the assessment and sets the priorities 

as expected.  

After the case study it can be concluded that the conceptual framework provides an assessment of data 

and information quality and provides priorities in quality improvement initiatives. The assessment is 

provided from the perspectives of each of the three constructs (axes). Next to that, there are two 

different ways in which priorities can be set. First of all, there are the priorities based on the 

transformation from data to information. During the development of the conceptual framework it 

became prevalent how important the data transformation is in order to be able to measure your success 

in quality measurements. This implies that data quality at the source level has to be measured first, 

before measuring data quality at a later stage in the transformation.  Second, priorities can be selected 

based on the impact performance measures have on the organisations outcome, in this EVA. By use of 

sensitivity analysis it can be determined which performance measures have the highest impact. Within 

these performance measures this sensitivity analysis can be refined by calculating the quality 

dimensions and the source systems that have the highest impact. 

Setting the priorities right allows for lower costs due to nonquality data, since there is a more effective 

allocation of resources. In the end, the data and information quality projects that need to be pursued 

are the ones that bring the most value to the organisation.   
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1. Introduction 

The relationship between information quality and decision-making has been labelled complex and 

therefore has been the subject of extensive research (Slone, 2006). Information quality is considered 

one of the key determinants for the quality of an organisation’s decisions and actions (Stvilia, Gasser, 

Twidale, & Smith, 2007). Therefore, information becomes more often a critical resource to 

organisations. This is particularly the case, when considering that more than 98 percent of an 

organisation’s assets and those of its customers are managed by data and information (Eckerson, 2002). 

Lillrank (2003) acknowledges that it is not the primary problem in an organisation to do things right, but 

to have the information that tells what are the right things to do. Experiencing the low quality of 

information is considered as one of the most serious problems of consumers of information, for both 

casual users of the web as well as decision makers in an organisation (Naumann & Rolker, 2000).  

Estimates by the Data Warehousing Institute (2002) indicate that poor quality of customer data costs 

U.S. business $611 billion a year, only on postage, printing and staff overhead. 

Also, English (1999) tried to assess the business costs of nonquality information and estimated that 

these costs are around 10 to 25 percent of revenue. In a later article, English (2001) claims that without 

quality information, an organisation cannot thrive. Moreover, problems with information quality can 

even hurt the organisation. Information collected in business processes can add high value, but only if it 

has quality and is sharable. 

In addition, the past decade presents the upcoming of information systems and technologies that make 

it possible for managers to use real-time data from the marketplace when making decisions (Laudon & 

Laudon, 2012). Furthermore, data warehouses are growing and the direct access of information from 

various sources by information users is improving rapidly (Lee, Strong, Kahn, & Wang, 2002). These 

three trends increase the need for high-quality information in organisations.   

Due to the major impact of information quality on organisations, the information quality of the decisions 

that have the biggest influence on the organisation are of special interest. These decisions are the 

strategic decisions taken in an organisation. These strategic decisions are made on the most important 

drivers of an organisation which are derived from the value driver tree (VDT). Such a VDT is developed 

for Economic Value Added (EVA)1. Because information is critical for an organisation’s strategic decision-

making, this research aims to provide more insight on the relation between information quality and the 

VDT of EVA. However, in literature this relation has not been addressed before. Even though Brealey et 

al. (2011) acknowledge that the VDT of EVA is depending on data and therefore is as good as the quality 

of the data. 

 

This leads to the following research question: 

How can information quality be related to the value driver tree of Economic Value Added? 

 

                                                 
1
 Economic Value added is a registered trademark of Stern Stewart & Co. 
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The answer to this research question is explored in the context of an international petrochemical 

company, with regional headquarters located in the Netherlands. For clarity this company is referred to 

as ChemCo. Within ChemCo the answer to the research question has been developed with support from 

stakeholders of both the Information Management department as well as the Performance 

Management department.  

In the remainder of this report this question is answered by first outlining the methodology in Chapter 2. 

Next, Chapter 3 describes the constructs that provide the foundation of the conceptual framework, the 

conceptual framework itself and the approaches in which the framework can be applied. Chapter 4 

provides insights into the case study to test how the conceptual framework can be applied in practice. In 

Chapter 5, the results of the case study are presented and discussed. Next, Chapter 6 provides the 

conclusions and recommendations of this research. Last, Chapter 6 describes the limitations of this 

research and gives directions for further research.   
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2. Methodology 

This chapter describes the methodology developed to obtain an answer to the research question 

proposed in Chapter 1. First of all, Section 2.1 discusses the sub-research questions and the steps that 

are taken to answer the research question. After that, the methodology of this research is split up into 

two phases. The first phase concerns the methodology of the development of the conceptual framework 

and is discussed in Section 2.2. The second phase covers the application of the conceptual framework, 

which is presented in Section 2.3. Last, Section 2.4 describes the methodology of the evaluation of the 

conceptual framework and the design process.  

2.1   Sub-research Questions  

As described in the introduction, this research explores the relation between information quality of the 

value driver tree (VDT) and Economic Value Added (EVA). To answer this question, several steps are 

identified with corresponding sub-research questions. These sub-research questions contributed to 

obtain the answer of the overall research question.  

Step 1 – Information quality dimensions 

1. Which sets of dimensions are able to represent the quality of information and how are these 

defined? 

2. How can these quality dimensions be measured? 

Step 2 – Value driver tree of Economic Value Added 

3. What is the VDT of EVA? 

4. What are the performance measures linked to this VDT of EVA? 

Step 3 – Conceptual Framework 

5. How can the performance measures of the VDT be linked to the dimensions of information 

quality in a conceptual framework? 

Step 4 – Case Study 

6. How is the conceptual framework specialized for ChemCo? 

7. How can the conceptual framework be applied within ChemCo? 

Step 5 – Evaluation Conceptual Framework 

8. How is the conceptual framework able to provide an assessment of the information quality of 

the VDT as well as setting the priorities for information quality within organisations? 

9. In which way has the design process of the conceptual framework supported the design of the 

conceptual framework?  
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2.2  Developing the Conceptual Framework 

The methodology used to develop the conceptual framework in this research is guided by the paper of 

Hevner, March, Park and Ram (2004). Hevner et al. describe a conceptual framework for understanding, 

executing, and evaluating Information Systems research, while combining behavioral-science and a 

design-science paradigm (2004). Here, the behavioral-science paradigm “seeks to develop and justify 

theories that explain or predict organisational and human phenomena surrounding the analysis, design, 

implementation, management, and use of information systems” (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004, p. 

76). On the contrary design-science refers to a problem-solving paradigm, which focuses on innovations 

(Denning, 1997).  

The output of design science is called an artifact and is a construct, model, method or instantiation 

(March & Smith, 1995; Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004). This research therefore aims at creating and 

evaluating a design artifact that represents the relation between information quality and the VDT of 

EVA. However, it could also be referred to as an ensemble of artifacts, since information quality and the 

VDT are constructs by themselves and can be explained as separate artifacts as well.  

The framework of Hevner et al. (2004) can be found in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 - Information Systems Research Framework (Taken from: Hevner et al., 2004) 
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Figure 1 indicates that the environment defines the business needs (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004). 

In this case ChemCo poses the need to design a framework that structurally links information quality to 

the VDT of EVA. Next is the core of the research framework, which describes the research activities 

(March & Smith, 1995). For design science, this implies the building and evaluation of artifacts that are 

designed to meet the identified business needs (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004). Here, building is 

constructing an artifact or demonstrating that an artifact can be constructed, while evaluation refers to 

developing criteria for assessment of the artifact and performing this assessment (March & Smith, 

1995).  Therefore, a build-and-evaluate loop appears where the evaluation of the artifact leads to 

improvements of both the quality of the artifact as well as the design process (Hevner, March, Park, & 

Ram, 2004). The last part of the research framework is the knowledge base, which is the foundation that 

provides applicable knowledge for the build step and methodologies that provide knowledge for the 

evaluate step.  

When applying the framework of Hevner et al. to the research questions of step 1 to 3 described in 

Section 2.1, this is an iterative process that links the building to the evaluation of the artifact. Therefore, 

an iteration occurs after step 1 to 3, to improve the design of the conceptual framework. This is visually 

presented in Figure 2. The remainder of this section explains steps 1 to 3 briefly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1 Step 1: Data and Information Quality 

This step describes the process of defining and measuring information and data quality. This starts with 

data and information, their definitions and underlying relation. After that data and information quality 

can be explored with the corresponding dimension and measures. A build-and-evaluate design cycle is 

started from the business need identified within the people, organisations and the technology of 

ChemCo. Here, the knowledge base provides a start with a rich selection of publications which are 

extensively described in the literature review corresponding to this research (Kluitmans, 2013). This 

review deals with the subject of data and information, data and information quality and the 

Figure 2 - Process Flow methodology 
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corresponding dimensions and measures. Reflecting this upon the business needs helps to assess and 

refine the artifact relating to the construct of data and information quality. In the end this step needs to 

provide clarification on both the data and information as well as data and information quality. 

2.2.2 Step 2: Value Driver Tree of Economic Value Added 

Parallel to Step 1, Step 2 occurs, which is about designing a second construct, namely the VDT.  Also for 

this construct there is a knowledge base derived from the literature review (Kluitmans, 2013). The 

review discusses the value drivers, value driver trees and performance measures described in literature. 

These value drivers are linked to the concept of EVA, since this is explored to be the financial 

management system for ChemCo. After that this construct is reflected upon the performance measures 

that are currently in use within ChemCo.  

2.2.3 Step 3: Conceptual Framework 

In the end, three concepts are derived from step 1 and 2 that are combined in the conceptual 

framework. The first concept is data and information and the transformation between these two. 

second concept is the quality perspective on data and information. The last concept that is incorporated 

in the conceptual framework is the VDT of EVA. The combination of these concepts represents the 

designed artifact. The artifact is developed from the business need to link information quality to the 

VDT.  

After these three steps an iteration starts as is explained by the build-and-evaluate loop (Hevner, March, 

Park, & Ram, 2004). After an evaluation with all stakeholders steps 1 to 3 are performed again in order 

to improve the quality of the artifact (the conceptual framework) build in step 3.  

2.3   Step 4: Case Study 

As Hevner et al. (2004) describe in their guidelines, evaluation is a “crucial component of the research 

process” (p. 85). They mention five design evaluation methods; namely observation, analytical, 

experimental, testing and descriptive. A case study is selected as the proper design evaluation method, 

since the evaluation occurs within ChemCo (business environment) and analyses the artifact within its 

environment. A case study belongs to the observational evaluation methods (Hevner, March, Park, & 

Ram, 2004). It is an “empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 

context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not evident” (Yin, 2003, 

p. 13). Within this research a single case study is performed. However, this case study is validated by an 

iteration of the actual measurements of this case study over two different time periods. In other words, 

the subject of the case study is one performance measure from the conceptual framework that is 

assessed at two different points in time to validate the results. Although this is not a very extensive 

validation, it provides an indication of what is expected during the process of applying the framework. In 

general, data quality methodologies are difficult to validate as can be concluded from the lack of large-

scale specific experimentation (Batini, Cappiello, Francalanci, & Maurino, 2009). 

Within this case study several sub-steps can be determined that are briefly discussed in the remainder 

of this section. 
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2.3.1. Specializing the Conceptual Framework  

The first sub-step focuses on specializing the conceptual framework to the situation of ChemCo. 

Accordingly, the three concepts that are combined in the conceptual framework, are observed within 

ChemCo. At first, the transformation process from data to information is observed. Second, the right set 

of quality dimensions is allocated which covers the load from the knowledge base, but also takes into 

account the environment of ChemCo. Last, the performance measures are selected. Therefore a 

sensitivity analysis, as discussed by Bhimani et al. (2008) and Ross et al. (2005), is used to identify the 

performance measures that have the highest impact on EVA for this case study. 

Once this conceptual framework is specialized, a case is selected from this framework. Clearly explaining 

the reasoning of selecting this case is of importance to have a good quality research (Blumberg, Cooper, 

& Schindler, 2008).  

2.3.2. Selecting a data or information source 

When the framework is refined and the case is selected, the source of the data or information is 

determined. This starts with a proper definition of the performance measure itself, in order to select the 

data that contribute to the performance measure. Also it incorporates locating the data based on the 

stage of the data transformation which is selected for the case study. Last, the data or information need 

to be manageable for analysis so other constraints like time are used to select a feasible dataset.  

2.3.3. Specializing the measures 

Although the measures of data and information quality are obtained in literature as introduced in 

Section 2.2.1, these measures need specialisation. This specialisation is due to literature indicating 

general measures, which are made specific to the data set in order to adequately measure data and 

information quality.  

2.3.4. Measure data or information quality 

Applying the developed measures to the data source enables the measuring of data and information 

quality. The results are obtained and analysed. At this point the iteration occurs that has been described 

in the introduction of Section 2.3.  In this iteration the specialized measures are applied to a second data 

set from a different time period. This is done to validate if the measures that have been specialized are 

able to measure data or information quality regardless of the time period of the data.   

2.3.5. Apply scores to Conceptual Framework. 

This (sub)step takes the results from the previous step and applies them to the conceptual framework.  

Therefore, the end result of the case study is a partially applied conceptual framework. 

2.4   Step 5: Evaluation of Conceptual Framework 

A full evaluation of the conceptual framework demands the evaluation of two aspects of the conceptual 

framework. At first, the conceptual framework is evaluated. The framework should be able to provide 

the assessment and priorities on data and information quality, to improve the decision-making within 

the organisation. Second, the design process of the conceptual framework is evaluated.  A reflection 

upon the design process is needed to verify if the design process has been supporting the development 

of the conceptual framework.  
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3. Conceptual Framework 

This chapter describes the conceptual framework. As described in the methodology the conceptual 

framework is developed to describe the relation between information quality and the value driver tree 

(VDT) of Economic Value Added (EVA). Information quality involves the concepts of data and 

information and the concept of quality. Therefore, three subjects need to come together in this 

conceptual framework. First, Section 3.1 introduces data and information and the transformation 

between those two. Section 3.2 discusses the quality of data and information and Section 3.3 provides 

more clarity on the VDT of EVA. After that, the conceptual framework is explained in Section 3.4 and 

three different approaches for the conceptual framework are discussed in Section 3.5.  

3.1   Data, Information and Transformation 

This section discusses the core concepts of data and information. Both terms are often used 

interchangeably, while having different meanings (Pearlson, 2001). Pipino, Lee and Wang (2002) are an 

example of authors who use the terms data and information interchangeably, even though they 

acknowledge that in practice one intuitively makes this distinction. Other authors do address the 

distinction between data and information (English, 1999; Sen, 2001; Curtis & Cobham, 2002; Laudon & 

Laudon, 2012). These authors agree upon data being raw recordings or observations of facts, but more 

importantly, they agree upon the fact that data is needed for information and is part of information. 

Stated the other way around, information is data where relevance, purpose, meaning is added and 

which helps in decision-making and therefore is meaningful and useful. This definition leads to the 

statement that information is data that is transformed. This statement corresponds with the ideas 

already mentioned by Davenport (1997) in his book, where he states that you can construct a 

continuum of data, information and knowledge, which in the end leads to different definitions. 

Davenport (1997) defines data as “observations of states of the world” (p.9) and information consist of 

data “endowed with relevance and purpose” (p.9). Davenport also introduces knowledge as the 

superlative to information, since it has the most value 

and is the most difficult to manage. The relation 

between data and information is visually represented in 

Figure 3. In Figure 3 the dimension from the centre of 

the circle to the outer ring represents the 

transformation from data to information. This suggests 

that the same data can be input for different kinds of 

information (the circle gets wider).  

This transformation from data to information happens within an organisation often in a data 

warehouse. A data warehouse is an independent business database system that is filled with data that 

are extracted from different sources in order to improve the decision-making process within an 

organisation (Curtis & Cobham, 2002). The data warehouse consolidates and standardizes the data to 

make it applicable for management analysis and decision-making (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). A data 

warehouse consists of several components, as can be seen in Figure 4. First, the Extract and Transform 

system extracts both current and historical data from different operational systems in the organisation, 

both internal and external (Laudon & Laudon, 2012).  

Figure 3 - Relation between Data & Information 
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Figure 4 - Components of a data warehouse (Taken From: Laudon & Laudon, 2012) 

The operational systems are often labelled data sources, or operational databases (Jarke, Lenzerini, 

Vassiliou, & Vassiliadis, 2003). All the data from the operational systems are reorganised and end up in 

the data warehouse (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). In Figure 4, the reorganisation is indicated by Extract and 

Transform. However, to be more precise there are three popular technologies to transform the data, 

namely ‘Extraction, Transformation and Load’ (ETL), ‘Extraction, Load and Transformation’ (ELT) and 

replication (Van der Lans, 2012). One of these technologies brings the data into the data warehouse, 

which is also called the global, primary or corporate data warehouse (Jarke, Lenzerini, Vassiliou, & 

Vassiliadis, 2003). In addition, an information directory provides information about the data that are in 

the warehouse (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). The directory is often referred to as the metadata repository, 

where the components, processes, and data are tracked and administered (Jarke, Lenzerini, Vassiliou, & 

Vassiliadis, 2003). It may for instance contain a data dictionary, or information on the security or data 

flow. Therefore, metadata are defined as data about data (Gardner, 1998). 

The last component provides data access and analysis (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). This component is 

often referred to as the “local” warehouses, where the aggregated data from the data warehouse are 

stored (Jarke, Lenzerini, Vassiliou, & Vassiliadis, 2003). Such a local warehouse is a data mart, which is a 

subset of a data warehouse that does not hold company-wide information, but focuses on a certain 

department (Curtis & Cobham, 2002; Bocij, Greasley, & Hickie, 2008; Jarke, Lenzerini, Vassiliou, & 

Vassiliadis, 2003). Other types are for instance the OLAP databases.  

In conclusion, data is transformed into information and this process can take place in the data 

warehouse. This idea is represented in Figure 5. In the remainder of this report a distinction is made 

between data and information to indicate the stage of the transformation.  

 
Figure 5 - Transformation of data into information  
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3.2  Data and Information Quality  

This section defines data and information quality in Section 3.2.1. Furthermore it deals with the 

corresponding dimensions in Section 3.2.2 and discusses the data and information quality measures in 

section 3.2.3.  

3.2.1 Data and Information Quality defined 

Besides the definitions of data and information, there is the concept of quality. Literature provides 

extensive discussions on the topic of quality, but in general two perspectives on quality can be 

distinguished (Hoyer & Hoyer, 2001; Juran, 1999). The first category focuses on having measurable 

characteristics that satisfy specifications, e.g. the zero defects of Crosby (2006). The second category 

relates quality to the satisfaction of customer expectations (Price, 1990; Deming, 1994). Juran provides 

the only definition that tries to combine both perspectives and states that quality is “fitness for use” 

(1999, p. 2.2). 

With the definition of quality explained, there is something to say about data and information quality. 

On the one hand, both terms are often used interchangeably and findings are often found to be suitable 

for both concepts (Helfert, Foley, Ge, & Cappiello, 2009). On the other hand, there is a small difference 

between data and information quality. Literature about data quality often refers to the general 

definition of quality of Juran (1999). An example is provided by Wang & Strong (1996) who define data 

quality as “data that are fit for use by data consumers” (p.6). Several authors extended this definition 

into their research (Tayi & Ballou, 1998; Stvilia, Gasser, Twidale, & Smith, 2007). Though, the literature 

on information quality often follows the quality perspective of meeting customers’ expectations 

(English, 2001; English, 1999; Gustavsson & Wänström, 2009). For instance, Gustavsson and Wänström 

(2009) define information quality as the “ability to satisfy stated and implied needs of the information 

consumer” (p. 327). Here customer and consumer of information refer to the user, so the user 

influences information quality (Naumann & Rolker, 2000). 

Therefore, there is just a very thin line between data and information quality, where the subjective side 

of data quality, refers to the interpretation of information (Vassiliadis, Bouzeghoub, & Quix, 2000). 

Although, other authors do not explicitly refer to the distinction between data and information quality, 

this research does differentiate between data and information quality, based on the difference between 

data and information represented in Figure 3. Therefore, data quality looks at the quality of the raw 

data and facts only, while information quality looks at the transformed data and takes a user 

perspective. Information quality therefore implicitly refers to data quality, since without data there is no 

information. Therefore when referring to information quality in the remainder of this report, data 

quality is considered as well.     

3.2.2 Data and Information Quality dimensions 

Although there is a difference between data and information quality, authors agree upon the fact that 

both are multi-dimensional constructs (Wang & Strong, 1996; Wand & Wang, 1996; Levitin & Redman, 

1995). Therefore, the concepts can be split up in broad characteristics, called dimensions, to make them 

measurable (Sekaran, 2003). 
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Within literature data and information quality dimensions are described extensively. However, authors 

refer to the quality dimensions in different ways. Wang and Strong (1996) refer to data quality 

dimensions, as “a set of data quality attributes that represent a single aspect or construct of data 

quality” (p. 6). Other authors refer to the same concept, only they refer to information quality 

dimensions (Gustavsson & Wänström, 2009; Stvilia, Gasser, Twidale, & Smith, 2007; Helfert, Foley, Ge, & 

Cappiello, 2009).  

There are different dimensions described in literature and some are classified and others are not. A brief 

grasp in literature provides 13 sets of dimensions, which consist of a different number of dimensions 

and classifications. An overview of the different dimensions can be found in Appendix A. To make a 

selection from all dimensions discussed above, the dimensions are counted. Counting of the numbers of 

authors that refers to a certain dimension, allows for the ranking of the dimensions based on how often 

they are stated within the different publications. From the 13 publications described, ten stated the 

dimension of timeliness, nine referred to the dimension of accuracy, eight referred to the dimension of 

completeness and eight referred to the dimension of relevance. Therefore, the numbers suggest that 

timeliness, accuracy, completeness and relevance are core dimensions according to the different 

authors. 

Next, it is important to consider the practical applicability of the dimensions. The practicality implies 

that if there are too many dimensions and measuring the dimensions becomes very difficult. However, if 

there are too few dimensions, the core dimensions can be out of scope of that particular set of 

dimensions.  

From the 13 publications, the information quality dimensions of Laudon and Laudon (2012) are the 

smallest complete set of dimensions. This indicates that this set is the smallest set of dimensions that 

incorporates as many of the core dimensions as possible. Furthermore, the dimensions have been 

reviewed recently (published in 2012) and focus on the dimensions which are important for the 

decision-making. Therefore, the dimensions of Laudon and Laudon (2012) are provided as an input for 

the dimensions. The dimensions they describe are accuracy, integrity, consistency, completeness, 

validity, timeliness, accessibility.  

In practice, the selection of dimensions involves more than deriving the ideal set from literature. An 

important influencer is the enterprise information System that is in use. Large players in this market are 

Oracle and SAP who provide software to measure and deal with data quality in their enterprise systems. 

Their software often comes with their own set of quality dimensions or options to develop these 

dimensions. 

However, there is a significant overlap between the sets of dimensions even though they differ at first 

sight. In other words, although the definitions have different labels, they implicitly refer to the same 

definitions. For instance, Laudon and Laudon (2012) refer to integrity as one of the dimensions. From 

literature integrity is defined as: 

“Integrity is defined as the consistency of the structure of data and relationships among the 

entities and attributes (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). Other authors refer to integrity as structural 

consistency (Levitin & Redman, 1995; Stvilia, Gasser, Twidale, & Smith, 2007) or consistent 

representation (Naumann & Rolker, 2000; Kahn, Strong, & Wang, 2002; Wang & Strong, 1996).”  
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However SAP uses the dimensions of integrity and conformity. Where integrity refers to: 

“The extent to which data is not missing important relationship linkages (SAP AG, 2012).” 

While conformity refers to: 

“The extent to which data conforms to a specified format (SAP AG, 2012).” 

Here the later refers to the specific format, which according to Naumann & Rolker (2000) also can be 

defined as consistent representation. In the end it therefore does not matter how you ‘label’ the 

dimension, as long as the definitions are clear and as long as they cover the right ‘content’ in their 

definitions. So the definitions are compared to the dimensions from Laudon and Laudon (2012), instead 

of their ‘labels’. The ambiguity between the definitions of dimensions is acknowledged in literature. For 

instance by Batini et al. (2009), who tried to find consensus in the definitions of dimensions from the six 

most important sets of quality dimensions. 

To conclude, the seven dimensions by Laudon and Laudon (2012) provide a solid starting point, but it is 

more important to cover the content than to match the labels. Therefore both the dimensions as well as 

the definitions from Laudon and Laudon are provided in Table 1. Extended definitions can be found in 

the Glossary at the end of this report. 

Table 1 – Quality dimensions and their corresponding definitions (Taken from: Laudon and Laudon, 2012) 

Dimension Definition 

Accuracy Accuracy is referring to the extent in which data are able to represent reality.  

Integrity Integrity is defined as the consistency of the structure of data and relationships among the 

entities and attributes. 

Consistency Consistency relates to the consistency in the definition of the data elements  

Completeness Completeness is about all necessary data being present. 

Validity Validity is defined as data values falling within the defined ranges. 

Timeliness Timeliness refers to data being available when needed. 

Accessibility Accessibility is defined as data being accessible, comprehensible and usable.  

3.2.3 Measuring Data and Information Quality 

From the previous section the most important notion is that although data and information quality are 

different, both are measured using a set of dimensions. In this paragraph the next step to discuss is how 

these dimensions are measured. Although both data and information have the same dimensions, the 

way these dimensions are measured is different. The reason for this is that these data and information 

quality measures refer to respectively objective and subjective assessment of these measures.  

According to Pipino et al. (2002) objective assessments reflect upon data in databases while subjective 

assessments reflect the needs and experiences of stakeholders. Also Helfert et al. (2009) acknowledge 

this distinction and differentiate between objective and subjective information quality assessment. They 

state that objective assessment refers to data conforming to quality specifications and references and 

subjective assessment refers to information being fit to use by information consumers. The distinction 

between objective and subjective is also supported by Naumann and Rolker (2000) and Forslund (2007). 

Therefore, in terms of the measurement of the dimensions, there is a difference between data and 

information quality.  
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Different authors have measured data and information quality, either subjective or objective as being 

part of their methodology. Often these authors focus on more than just the measurement of data and 

include for instance also the state reconstruction phase or improvement phase (Batini, Cappiello, 

Francalanci, & Maurino, 2009). An example is the AIMQ methodology by Lee et al. (2002), which is a 

methodology that has been developed for the assessment and improvement of data quality. However, 

the authors work with only a subjective assessment and a benchmark on information quality. Others 

focus on a very specific type of information systems, like Jeusfeld et al. (1998) who present an approach 

of quality management in a data warehouse. Due to different ‘specializations’ it is difficult to align a 

certain methodology to this research. However, the assessment stages in these methodologies do 

provide a solid foundation for the data and information quality measures used in this research.  

Therefore, to arrive at a complete set of measures, in total 16 relevant publications on data and 

information quality are used. From these publications all measures are categorized on their dimension 

and whether they apply to either data quality (objective measurement) or information quality 

(subjective measurement). In total 76 measures are derived, which can be found in Table 2. Note that in 

this table just general measures are presented that need to be specialised to comply with the data set. 

Furthermore, a split up is made between data and information to refer to the objective versus subjective 

nature of the measurements. 

After general measures are selected, they need to be specialized to be of use. The difficulty of 

specializing the measures depends on the type of data which is measured. Measuring unstructured data 

is more difficult than measuring structured data (Batini, Cappiello, Francalanci, & Maurino, 2009). 

According to Batini et al. (2009) structured data refer to data that has elementary attributes defined 

within a certain domain, while unstructured data are generic sequences of symbols, like free text fields. 

This implies that a certain quality dimensions can have different metrics based on the type of data 

(Batini, Cappiello, Francalanci, & Maurino, 2009). Since it is easier to develop measures for structured 

data, they have a larger contribution in the total data quality measurement. This corresponds with 

findings in literature which tend to focus on data quality measurement in structured and semi-

structured data (Batini, Cappiello, Francalanci, & Maurino, 2009).   

3.3   Value Driver Tree of Economic Value Added 

This section deals with the concept of the value driver tree (VDT) of Economic Value Added. It therefore 

briefly discusses the concept of Value Based Management (VBM) and Economic Value Added (EVA) in 

Section 3.3.1. The value drivers and the VDT of EVA are discussed in Section 3.3.2 and the development 

of the VDT is discussed in Section 3.3.3. 

3.3.1 Value Based Management and Economic Value Added 

Value Based Management (VBM) is a way of managing an organisation, which is focused on the creation 

of real value and not paper profits (Christopher & Ryals, 1999). According to Christopher and Ryals, real 

value is created when the returns of a company fully compensate investors for the costs of their 

investment and also compensate an additional premium for the additional risks incurred. So in short, it 

is concerned with strategies by which shareholder value is created.  
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Table 2 - Data and information quality measures 

Dimension Data Quality Measures (Objective Measurements) Information Quality Measures (Subjective Measurements) 

Accuracy Min/Max Range  

Future/Past check  

Simple Ratio  

Broken links 

Syntactic correctness 

Semantic correctness 

Fraction incorrect triples 

% of errors 

% of conflicts with baseline 

Distance with baseline 

Distance with stored value 

% of accurate tuples 

Piprani & Ernst (2008) 

Piprani & Ernst (2008) 

Piprani & Ernst (2008) 

Stvilia et al., (2007) 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 

Fox et al., (1994) 

Shanks & Darke (1998) 

Even et al. (2007) 

Even et al. (2007) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Survey 

Survey 

Survey 

AIMQ Survey 

 

Helfert et al., (2009) 

Nelson et al., (2005) 

Forslund (2007) 

Lee et al., (2002) 

 

Integrity Consistent dependencies 

Primary/foreign key integrity 

% of correct calculations 

% conform to value domain 

Deviating formatting 

Not conform guidelines 

% of style guide deviation 

Application of business key 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 

Lawton (2012) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Even et al. (2007) 

Stvilia et al., (2007) 

Stvilia et al., (2007) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Piprani & Ernst (2008) 

AIMQ survey 

Survey 

 

Lee et al., (2002) 

Helfert et al., (2009) 

Consistency Simple ratio 

Count inconsistent measures 

Count of element misuse 

Match between data edits 

Fraction inconsistent triples 

% of inconsistent data values 

% of consistent values 

% violating constraints 

Translation of business rules 

Pipino et al., (2002) 

Stvilia et al., (2007) 

Stvilia et al., (2007) 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 

Fox et al., (1994) 

Shanks & Darke (1998) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Piprani & Ernst (2008) 

Verify inconsistencies Bobrowski et al., (1999) 

Completeness Simple ratio 

Count of empty tags 

Value completeness 

Tuple completeness 

Attribute completeness 

Relation completeness 

%  triples with missing values 

Fraction of missing triples 

Exists when required 

% satisfying requirements 

Inclusion of data 

% of not null values 

Number of tuples delivered 

% filled (not null required) 

% should add up to 100 

Number of duplicates 

Pipino et al., (2002) 

Stvilia et al., (2007) 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 

Fox et al., (1994) 

Fox et al., (1994) 

Lawton (2012) 

Li & Lei (2006)  

Even et al. (2007) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Piprani & Ernst (2008) 

Piprani & Ernst (2008) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Survey 

Survey 

AIMQ survey 

 

Helfert et al., (2009)  

Nelson et al., (2005)  

Lee et al., (2002) 

Validity Visit or inquiry  

Arithmetically correct 

Lawton (2012) 

Lawton (2012) 

Verify with user Bobrowski et al., (1999) 

Timeliness Min/Max operation 

Min/Max currency / volatility 

Fraction out-of-date triples 

Value not expired 

% refreshed during delay 

% of data recent 

Max {0; 1-Currency/Volatility} 

% performed within time 

Same-period reliability 

Pipino et al., (2002) 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 

Fox et al., (1994) 

Lawton (2012) 

Li & Lei (2006) 

Even et al. (2007) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Batini et al., (2009) 

Piprani & Ernst (2008) 

Survey 

Survey 

AIMQ survey 

Survey 

 

Helfert et al., (2009)  

Nelson et al., (2005) 

Lee et al., (2002)  

Forslund (2007) 

Accessibility Continuous assessment 

Metric 

Nauman & Rolker (2000) Batini 

et al., (2009) 

Survey  

AIMQ survey 

Disability to access information 

Forslund (2007) 

Lee et al., (2002) 

Batini&Scannapieca (2006) 
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There are four key elements of VBM in comparison to other management approaches (Malmi & 

Ikäheimo, 2003). The first element is the aim to create shareholder value. The second element is to 

identify the value drivers. The third element is to make connections between the value drivers and 

performance measurement, target setting and the rewards and incentives within an organisation. The 

last element is to connect the value drivers also to decision making and action planning, both on a 

strategic and operational level. 

One of the most commonly used and studied measures for VBM is Economic Value Added (EVA) 

(Christopher & Ryals, 1999; Malmi & Ikäheimo, 2003).  EVA is a financial management system developed 

by a New York consulting firm, Stern Stewart & Co. (O'Hanlon & Peasnell, 1998). Stern et al. define EVA 

as the ‘centrepiece’ of an integrated financial management (Stern, Stewart III, & Chew, 1997, p. 475). A 

‘centerpiece’ incorporates that EVA covers all aspects of corporate financial decision-making, for 

instance capital budgeting, acquisition pricing, goal setting, shareholder communication and 

management incentive compensation (Stern, Stewart III, & Chew, 1997). This means that EVA is 

designed to provide a single measure that is based on value and is used for evaluating strategies, valuing 

acquisitions and capital projects, setting managerial performance targets, paying bonuses and to 

measure performance (O'Hanlon & Peasnell, 1998). 

EVA is a practical and flexible refinement of the concept of ‘residual income’, which is “the value that is 

left over after a company’s stockholders have been adequately compensated” (Stern, Stewart III, & 

Chew, 1997, p. 474). Therefore, EVA is mathematically formulated as the Net Operating Profit After 

Taxes (NOPAT), minus the multiplication of the weighted average costs of capital (WACC) and the total 

capital (Pearlson, 2001; Bhimani, Horngren, Datar, & Foster, 2008; Ross, Westerfield, & Jaffe, 2005; 

Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2011). Stating it differently, EVA is to have the net income and deduct the dollar 

return by investors or stated as the income earned minus the income required (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 

2011).  

There are three ways to influence EVA (Bhimani, Horngren, Datar, & Foster, 2008; Brealey, Myers, & 

Allen, 2011). First, managers can earn more operating profit with the same capita. Second, managers 

can obtain efficiency by gaining the same profit with less capital. Last, managers can invest capital in 

high-return projects. EVA therefore encourages organisations to concentrate on increasing value and 

not on increasing earnings (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2011). 

Multiple authors have tried to prove the benefits of EVA, or residual income, by comparing companies 

using EVA to companies who did not. For instance, Wallace (1997) found a significant increase in 

residual income that follows after the adoption of the residual income performance measurement by 

companies. However, proving the benefits of EVA is as easy as it sounds, since VBM and EVA can be used 

in multiple ways, and therefore has important implications on the long-term benefits (Malmi & 

Ikäheimo, 2003). 

3.3.2 The Value Driver Tree and the value drivers of Economic Value Added 

The concept of a VDT is not widely studied in literature. However, the tree structure can be found in 

many fields, amongst others medicine, problem solving and management science (Williams, 2011). 
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Every tree is presented with a root as a starting point and with the leaves representing the endpoint. 

Every point in the tree where a split up is made is called a node (Williams, 2011).  

The concept VDT is mostly used by consultancy companies, like KPMG, the Boston Consultancy Group 

and research institutions, like Obermatt. However, the concept has been introduced to literature before, 

via the DuPont analysis. The difference is that the DuPont analysis traditionally breaks down Return on 

Equity (ROE) into performance measures, instead of EVA (Lu & Cui, 2011).  

So far, literature on the VDT specific for EVA limits itself to two references (Lambert & Pohlen, 2001; 

Hahn & Kuhn, 2011). However, the value drivers of EVA are addressed more often. For instance, Walters 

(1999) provides a framework that describes how the concept of value based management can be 

implemented in logistics decisions. The author uses value drivers to link EVA to the logistics decision-

making process. He defines value drivers as “features or characteristics which influence the performance 

of the organisation in such a way that shareholder value will be enhanced” (Walters, 1999, p. 245). Next 

to Walters (1999) also Christopher and Ryals (1999) define value drivers that enhance shareholder value 

to identify the connections between supply chain management and the creation of enhanced 

shareholder value. Christopher and Ryals (1999) define four basic drivers: revenue growth, operating 

cost reductions, fixed capital efficiency and working capital efficiency.  

From the described value drivers the VDT is derived. Lambert and Pohlen (2001), propose such a tree.  

They present two different driver trees because they look at supply chain metrics, therefore including a 

customer relationship perspective and a supplier relationship perspective. Both can be found in 

Appendix B. The second VDT is constructed by Hahn and Kuhn (2011), who developed a decision 

framework for integrating sales and operations planning in the supply chain while optimizing EVA. Hahn 

and Kuhn use a VDT since EVA cannot be influenced directly. Therefore, the VDT is broken down into 

separate operational value drivers and the corresponding decision variables.   

3.3.3 Development of Value Driver Tree of Economic Value Added 

From the formula of EVA and the value driver trees as suggested in literature an initial VDT is developed. 

Note that the VDT is limited to the calculations of EVA. When setting up the complete EVA financial 

system, one of the steps is to capitalize costs (Stern, Stewart III, & Chew, 1997). This procedure of 

capitalizing the costs implies the reallocation of costs to the investment part of the VDT, but this 

procedure is considered out of scope. The developed VDT can be found in Figure 6.  

From literature it becomes evident that there is a link between the VDT and the level of decision-

making. For instance, Hahn and Kuhn (2011) introduced the VDT with operational drivers in the leaves of 

the tree. This implies that the root of the VDT is more of strategic nature, while the leaves refer more to 

operational decision making. Walters (1999) also makes this distinction between strategic and 

operational value drivers, but suggests that there is an overlap between strategic and operational value 

drivers.  

That the root has a more strategic nature also holds for the VDT in Figure 6. However, the VDT is 

developed at a company-wide level, indicating that the VDT is very strategic in nature (although less 

strategic at the nodes). This supports the statement made in the introduction that mostly strategic 

decisions are made with the use of this VDT. 
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Figure 6 - Value Driver Tree of Economic Value Added 
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3.4  Composing the Conceptual Framework 

This section describes the conceptual framework that links Information Quality to the strategic decisions 

made based on the performance measures derived from the VDT of EVA. Like any other conceptual 

framework, it is built upon the “premise and practice of a careful, thoughtful, and reflective review of 

literature” (Shields & Tajalli, 2006), as is described in the previous sections of this chapter.  

To be as clear as possible before introducing the conceptual framework, the three most important 

notions from the previous sections are repeated. First, is the difference between data and information 

quality, since data transforms into information. Second, quality is measured along a set of dimensions. 

Last, strategic decisions can be made using the performance measures derived from the VDT. Taking 

these three notions into account leads to the development of a three dimensional framework as is 

represented in Figure 7. Within the conceptual framework each of these three notions translates into an 

axis in the conceptual framework. First, the framework provides from front to back an explanation of 

the transformation from data to information as discussed in Section 3.1. On the horizontal axis the 

model explains the various dimensions along which quality is measured, derived from Section 3.2. Last, 

on a vertical axis it explains the performance measures, derived from the VDT, which refers to Section 

3.3.  

The framework consists of three different axes, which each give a representation of information quality. 

In other words, each level of the data transformation combined with a quality dimension and a 

performance measure is a unique location in the conceptual framework. Therefore, the framework 

helps to breakdown the concept of information quality along three different concepts, which are each 

represented on an axis. Each unique location in the cube is represented by its own measures as is 

explained in Section 3.2.3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 - Conceptual Framework (basic approach) 
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Curtis and Cobham (2002) already identified that there are different characteristics for information at a 

strategic level and operational level. Information at a strategic level is often used for long-term 

decisions, is aggregated, potentially has an external source, has a low degree of certainty and has a low 

frequency. In the years before Curtis and Cobham, Hendrick (1994) stated the same relation between 

characteristics for the operational and the strategic control. Hendrick even made a distinction between 

data characteristics and information characteristics and their relation to operational and strategic 

control. In the end the conceptual framework therefore allows to diversify information quality to the 

stage in the transformation in which it occurs, the performance measure it comes from and the quality 

dimensions. 

The conceptual framework has a two-fold goal. First of all, it provides an assessment tool, since it 

provides a clear overview of the result of the data and information quality measures which are 

implemented. The framework allows to view this assessment from three perspectives. First, it 

incorporates the transformation from data to information. Therefore, quality can be assessed at 

different stages of this transformation.  Second, it can breakdown quality in different dimensions to 

measure the quality of the data and information. Third, it provides the top-down viewpoint of the 

performance measure on which a decision is based. This means that the results of the quality 

measurements can be aggregated for a single performance measure on which decisions are made. It 

therefore brings clarity on the quality of data and information on these decisions.  

Second, the conceptual framework is used to indicate priority areas for data and information quality 

improvement. Due to the fact that the performance measures are one of the perspectives of the 

framework, the framework provides the opportunity to aggregate the results of the quality measures for 

a certain performance measure. This allows to directly relate the quality scores back to the decisions 

made on the performance measures in the VDT. This can be used to assess the impact of the quality 

scores along the VDT and evaluate the impact the quality scores have along the VDT. This is of 

importance since research has shown that especially in complex situations, users change their decision 

knowing the levels of data quality they based their decision on (Chengalur-Smith, Ballou, & Pazer, 1999). 

When knowing which dimensions within which performance measures have the highest impact on EVA, 

priorities can be set for the improvement of data and information quality. 

3.5  Three approaches of the Conceptual Framework 

There are different approaches to deal with this conceptual framework. The framework as described in 

Figure 7 is the most basic approach of the conceptual framework. This approach allows for the 

traceability of information quality per dimension, per measure and on the transformation from data to 

information. It implies that data and information can be measured on the same dimensions and that the 

measures for these dimensions can be transformed from objective (data) to subjective (information).  

A second approach is to sacrifice the traceability to improve the understandability of the conceptual 

framework for both the developers and supporters of the framework as well as the users (decision-

makers). A visual representation can be found in Figure 8. This approach demands the disconnection of 

the transformation from data to information by separating the subjective information quality 

measurement from the objective data quality measurement. The benefit is that the subjective and 

objective measurements separately can be optimized and that this improves the understandability of 
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each of these constructs. However, as stated it is no longer possible to reflect the scores of information 

quality on the results of the data quality measurements. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 - Conceptual Framework (Understandability approach) 

The last approach is a hybrid approach combining the basic framework with the benefits of the 

understandability approach. As Figure 9 shows it allows traceability since the data and information are 

considered in the same model, however the information dimensions are relabelled to improve the 

understandability. An important prerequisite for this approach is that it only allows for ‘many-to-one’ 

transformations of the dimensions. This implies that multiple data quality dimensions can be aggregated 

to one information quality dimension, but cannot be split up into multiple information quality 

dimensions. It also means that a data quality dimension can only belong to one single information 

quality dimension. Data quality dimensions that can transform to multiple information quality 

dimensions are therefore not possible.  Although this approach adds complexity to the basic framework 

it has the benefits of both traceability and understandability and is therefore preferred over the basic 

model.  

In conclusion, the hybrid method combines both the traceability and understandability of the two other 

methods and is therefore preferred, regardless of the added complexity.  However, using this method 

needs a careful alignment of the data and information quality dimensions. 
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Figure 9 - Conceptual Framework (Hybrid approach) 
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4. Case Study 

This Chapter deals with the case study as introduced in the Methodology (Section 2.3). In the 

Methodology five sub-steps are proposed which each are discussed briefly in this chapter. Therefore, 

Section 4.1 deals with the specialisation of the conceptual framework. After that, Section 4.2 deals with 

the selection of a data and information source. Section 4.3, specializes the data and information quality 

measures. Section 4.4 is about the actual measurement of these dimensions. Thereafter, Section 4.5 

discusses the application of the data and information quality scores back to the conceptual framework. 

 

4.1   Specializing the Conceptual Framework 

The first step in working with the conceptual framework is specializing the different axes. In order to 

specialize the framework, the different axes of the framework need to be specialized. The 

transformation process of data to information is clarified, quality dimensions are upon and performance 

measures are selected. This is discussed in Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 respectively. After the 

framework is specialized, Section 4.1.4 discusses the selection of a case considering this specialized 

conceptual framework. 

4.1.1 The transformation of data into information within ChemCo 

In section 3.1 it has been discussed that very often the transformation of data occurs within a data 

warehouse. As resembles the case for ChemCo. However, special attention is given to the fact that 

ChemCo has been expanding in the past by three key acquisitions. Although ChemCo is in the process of 

integrating these acquisitions, these acquisitions bring their own data source. In total five large source 

systems can be detected that load into the data warehouse. Therefore, three major stages in the 

transformation of data to information can be detected for ChemCo. First, there are the five different 

source systems. Next, there is the data warehouse, where data from these source systems are extracted 

and transformed and in the end consolidated. The last part of the transformation is when data is 

presented to the users via dashboards or other applications. This last part is about information since it 

measures the subjective interpretation of the data. With this knowledge and the components described 

in Figure 4, a similar figure can be made for ChemCo. This figure is presented in Figure 10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 - Components of Data Warehouse of ChemCo 
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4.1.2 Selection of the quality dimensions 

The selection of the right dimensions is influenced by many factors as stated in Section 3.2. Laudon and 

Laudon (2012) provide a representative set from literature, however also in the case of ChemCo the set 

is determined by the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system in use. The SAP Information Steward 

application provides ChemCo with a fixed set of seven dimensions, namely accuracy, completeness, 

conformity, consistency, integrity, timeliness and uniqueness (SAP AG, 2012). Full definitions of these 

dimensions can be found in the Glossary. Comparing this set of dimensions to the set provided by 

Laudon and Laudon (2012) indicates overlap but also differences. First of all, accuracy, completeness, 

consistency, integrity and timeliness are labels shared among both sets. However, the definitions 

sometimes differ. For instance while SAP refers to conformity, the definition of conformity is covered by 

the integrity dimensions of Laudon and Laudon. The same holds for uniqueness, which is a separate 

dimensions in SAP but literature suggests that it is about the duplication which is part of completeness 

(Fox, Levitin, & Redman, 1994). Also the validity definition of Laudon and Laudon shows common 

ground with the accuracy definition of SAP. The only significant difference is the accessibility dimension 

which is not covered by SAP. Since accessibility is not one of the core dimensions as explained in Section 

3.2, it is left out of the scope for this case study. However, it could provide valuable information in the 

future.  

In conclusion, the quality dimensions as used by ChemCo and their corresponding definitions from the 

SAP Information Steward are described in Table 3. 

Table 3 – Quality dimensions for ChemCo (Taken from: SAP AG, 2012) 

Dimension Definition 

Accuracy Accuracy is defined as the extent to which data objects correctly represent the real-world 

values for which they were designed.  

Integrity Integrity is the extent to which data is not missing important relationship linkages. 

Consistency Consistency is defined as the extent to which distinct data instances provide non-conflicting 

information about the same underlying data object. 

Consistency relates to the consistency in the definition of the data elements  

Completeness Completeness is referred to as the extent to which data is not missing.  

Conformity Conformity is defined as the extent to which data conforms to a specified format. ”Validity is 

defined as data values falling within the defined ranges. 

Timeliness Timeliness is the extent to which data is sufficiently up to date for the task at hand. 

Uniqueness Uniqueness is the extent to which the data for a set of columns is not repeated. 

4.1.3 The selection of the performance measures 

Selecting performance measures is about the labels on the vertical axis of the conceptual framework. 

The reason to make is a selection is that resources (time / money) are scarce and organisations have to 

make a selection among initiatives in the field of information quality.  

To make this selection of the performance measures from the value driver tree (VDT), a sensitivity 

analysis is performed on the tree. A sensitivity analysis is a “what-if technique that examines how a 

result will change if the original predicted data are not achieved or if an underlying assumption changes” 

(Bhimani, Horngren, Datar, & Foster, 2008, p. 944). In other words it examines how sensitive the 
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response is to changes in underlying assumptions (Ross, Westerfield, & Jaffe, 2005). It therefore allows 

to explore how much performance measures need to change to achieve growth in Economic Value 

Added (EVA) in the VDT. For ChemCo this results in a sensitivity analysis to calculate how much 

performance measures had to increase or decrease to obtain a 1% growth in EVA. Here, 1% is selected 

because it is a realistic change when considering that a sensitivity analysis only changes one 

performance measure in isolation. For example, 10% cannot be reached by manipulating only a single 

performance measure. When considering a percentage smaller than 1% it is difficult to measure the 

changes in the top 5 ranked performance measures. Using the financial results of ChemCo in 2012 and 

the VDT developed in Section 3.3, a spread sheet has been built to perform the sensitivity analysis. The 

results from this sensitivity analysis are presented in Table 4. The table also includes a ranking indicating 

that Sales Revenue has the largest impact on EVA for ChemCo. The five performance measures with the 

largest impact are selected for the conceptual framework. It has been decided to select five dimensions, 

due to the fact that five different performance measures are a manageable number. Furthermore, the 

resulting impacts are significantly better than the performances measures ranked higher than 5, since 

the percentage change needed to increase EVA with 1% is the lowest.  

Table 4 - Sensitivity Analysis Performance Measures 

Ranking Performance Measure % change needed to increase EVA with 1% 

1 Sales Revenue 0,095906% 
2 Costs of Goods Sold -0,13459% 
3 Gross Profit 0,33371% 
4 Operating Profit 0,44287% 
5 Net Operating Profit After Taxes (NOPAT) 0,47167% 
6 Total Assets -0,76524% 
7 Capital Charge -0,89276% 
8 Net Assets -0,89276% 
9 Capital Employed -0,89276% 

10 Fixed/Non-current Assets -1,2812% 
11 Operating Expenses -1,3539% 
12 Property, Plant & Equipment -1,5654% 
13 Current Assets -1,9002% 
14 Employee costs -3,4922% 
15 Sales costs -3,7638% 
16 Cash and cash equivalents -5,0355% 
17 Current Liabilities 5,3572% 
18 Taxes -7,2515% 
19 Inventory -7,5070% 

   20 Accounts Receivable -8,2107% 
21 Administrative costs -10,327% 
22 Intangibles -11,428% 
23 R&D costs -13,023% 
24 Accounts Payable 13,210% 
25 Prepayments and others -13,758% 
26 Current portion of long-term debt 17,232% 
27 Investments -24,946% 
28 Accruals and other current liabilities 26,901% 
29 Other non-current assets -70,849% 

   30 Depreciation and Amortization -77,385% 
31 Taxes Payable 80,736% 
32 Short-term bank borrowings 296,25% 
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The drawback of using this sensitivity analysis is that the underlying variables are likely to be interrelated 

while they are now treated in isolation (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2011; Ross, Westerfield, & Jaffe, 2005). 

For example, increasing the Sales Revenue has a positive influence on EVA; however, it does also raise 

costs, which has a negative effect on EVA. 

In addition, this sensitivity analysis does not incorporate the costs which are needed to obtain a certain 

improvement. For instance, the costs to increase Sales Revenue with 0,096% might be higher than the 

costs needed to reduce the Costs of Goods sold with 0,135%. However, this research focuses on the 

perspective of data and information quality. Therefore, the goal is not to directly improve for instance 

sales revenue, but the data and information quality of Sales Revenue.  

4.1.4 The specialization of the Conceptual Framework for ChemCo 

With the input from the three paragraphs 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, the three axes of the conceptual 

framework are built. The result is presented in Figure 11. Although it has been argued in Section 3.5 that 

the hybrid approach of the framework is preferred over the basic approach, this framework follows the 

basic approach. This is due to the fact that within ChemCo there is no ‘many-to-one’ alignment between 

data quality and information quality dimensions.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11 - Conceptual Framework for ChemCo 
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4.1.5 The Selection of a Case Study 

From the specialized framework in Figure 11, preferably one particular performance measure is selected 

from the vertical axes to establish a case study. Since the purpose of this case study is to apply the 

conceptual framework, a performance measure is chosen other than the five presented in the 

framework. The reason for this is that it is more important to have a solid and feasible test case than to 

comply with the performance measures indicated in the specialized framework. In the remainder of this 

report the performance measure is referred to as Performance Measure A. 

In the case study the quality of Performance Measure A is measured along the full set of dimensions. 

Furthermore, the data transformation is considered. According to the framework Performance Measure 

A has data in the source system, in the data warehouse and is interpreted by users. This case study 

focuses on the data available in the data warehouse as a first starting point in the data transformation. 

 

4.2   Selecting a data source 

Having selected a test case for this case study, the next step is to find the data behind the Performance 

Measure A.  Therefore, it is of importance that there is a clear definition of this performance measure 

that is agreed upon company-wide. Especially, since the viewpoint of this conceptual framework takes a 

top-down approach on data quality as also for instance in the AIMQ methodology (Lee, Strong, Kahn, & 

Wang, 2002). Without a proper definition there are ambiguities on which data to include or excluded for 

a certain performance measure. For Performance Measure A this holds as well. Hence, if the starting 

point is not clear, the boundaries of the data set will remain vague. 

In Section 4.1.4 it has been indicated that the case study is performed in the data warehouse, which is 

the central point in the transformation from data to information. As such, data is not a raw item 

anymore but a component data item (Batini, Cappiello, Francalanci, & Maurino, 2009). This indicates 

that data already is transformed, consolidated and stored temporarily before it becomes an information 

product, though is still data. Although slightly transformed and moving towards information, still no 

users are involved who interpret the data. Therefore the next step explores the objective measurement 

for this dataset. Additionally, Section 4.1.1 showed that there are five source systems that provide input 

for the data warehouse. Due to the feasibility of this research source system 3 is considered out of 

scope.  

In the end, also a time period is selected to have a manageable test case for data quality measurement. 

This time needs to correspond with the time period which is used for the sensitivity analysis in Section 

4.1.3, in order to make the results compatible in later stages of analysis.  Therefore, the data from 

January 2012 is selected as a first test case and for validation the data from July 2012 is selected. This 

choice is made because a month allows for a representative set while being feasible for analysis. The 

first month (January) and the seventh month (July) are selected since both are the start of a quarterly 

and semi-annual period.  
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The final result is a data set with 171.921 records and 44 relevant attributes for Performance Measure A. 

These records in the data warehouse are originating from source system 1, 2, 4 and 5. The distribution 

among the source systems is presented in Table 5. 

Table 5 - Distribution of Performance Measure A among source systems 

Source Count Percentage 

1 142695 83,00% 
2 24902 14,48% 
4 1674 0,97% 
5 2650 1,54% 

Total 171921 100% 

4.3  Specializing the Measures 

As explained in Section 3.2.3, measures need to be specialized in order to be used on a data set. Since 

the data set contains 44 attributes and 7 dimensions are selected, there are a large number of 

measures. Especially, considering the fact that the feasibility of this case study is considered high, one 

can imagine the amount of measures for a less feasible data set.  In other words, the breakdown from 

performance measures to the data quality measure gets complex fairly quickly. However, not all 

attributes are measured along all seven quality dimensions. This is due to the fact that some dimensions 

are irrelevant for an attribute. An example is the quality dimension ‘uniqueness’, some attributes are 

not unique, like a certain amount that is for instance used twice, it is irrelevant to measure uniqueness 

on these attributes. Furthermore, the quality dimension ‘timeliness’ is measured using a single measure 

for all attributes. This is because all attributes are loaded to the Data Warehouse at the same time and 

therefore the data quality measures are the same amongst all attributes. 

Although data is obtained from the data warehouse, where data is already consolidated from the source 

systems, the choice has been made to also categorize the data quality results per data source. The 

reason for this is that the point of measuring quality via dimensions is to make explicit which part of 

quality needs improvement or not. Being able to trace back data quality results to the source also serves 

this purpose and therefore provides even more details next to the quality dimensions. In the end, the 

source indicators provided an additional dimensional on quality, enabling a more detailed quality 

analysis. The results is 102 data quality measures, distributed amongst the seven data quality 

dimensions and four source systems.  

To clarify this process even further a small sample of these 102 measures is explained in Table 6. The 

first column shows the quality dimensions, the second column the general measure which is derived 

from literature, the third columns shows the characteristics of the attribute it is applied to and the last 

column shows the specialized measure.  

The development of these measures has been supported by various stakeholders within ChemCo. 

Experts on the content of Performance Measure A as well as experts on the transformation in the Data 

Warehouse have been involved to provide input in the specialization of these measures.   
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Table 6 – Specialization of the measures (examples) 

Dimension General Measure Characteristics attribute Specialized measure 

Accuracy Min/Max range (Piprani & 
Ernst, 2008) 

Number of days Number of days is expected to be 
smaller than 90 

Integrity Consistent functional 
dependencies  (Batini & 

Scannapieca, 2006) 

Amount Amounts should be calculated 
with the right percentages and 

timeframe. 

Consistency % of consistent  values  (Batini, 
Cappiello, Francalanci, & 

Maurino, 2009) 

Code The code of the source should 
match a code used at the source 

Conformity Same elements having different 
formatting (Stvilia, Gasser, 

Twidale, & Smith, 2007) 

date Format should be xx.xx.xxxx 
(day.month.year), other formats 

are not allowed 

Completeness Missing values (Fox, Levitin, & 
Redman, 1994) 

date Every record should have a date 

Uniqueness % of duplicate data (Bobrowski, 
Martina, & Yankelevich, 1999) 

Code Code should be unique, no 
duplicates allowed 

Timeliness    {    
        

          
} (Pipino, 

Lee, & Wang, 2002) 

Not applicable From the currency and the 
volatility of the dataset, this 

measure is calculated directly 

 

4.4   Measuring data quality 

After the measures have been specialized, 102 measures are applied to the dataset corresponding to 

Performance Measure A. The results for January 2012 are represented in Table 7. This table shows the 

results from the data quality measurements per dimension and splits up these results according to their 

original source as has been explained in Section 4.3. By aggregating the results per dimensions based on 

the weight of the original source an average score per quality dimension is obtained. The average of the 

different dimensions gives a total data quality score of almost 97%.  

Table 7 - Results Data Quality Measurements ChemCo (January 2012) 

The results presented in Table 7 seem to be quite high. However, remember that this data originates 

from the Data Warehouse, where it already has undergone a transformation and consolidation. 

Especially for conformity the results are high. This is due to the fact that loading the data into the Data 

Warehouse forces strict boundaries on the format of the data, resulting in this situation in an excellent 

score of 100% on conformity.  

Dimension 
Source 

Mean 
1 2 4 5 

Accuracy 99,88% 93,53% 99,99% 99,93% 98,96% 

Integrity 95,13% 98,88% 97,33% 97,52% 95,73% 

Consistency 99,75% 98,11% 94,02% 100,00% 99,46% 

Conformity 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 

Completeness 99,45% 89,58% 87,90% 80,16% 97,61% 

Uniqueness 86,17% 94,63% 98,03% 98,11% 87,70% 

Timeliness 98,33% 98,33% 98,33% 98,33% 98,33% 

Total    96,83% 
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As is explained in the Methodology in Section 2.3.4, the results of the data quality measurements are 

validated by running this case study on the same performance measure (Performance Measure A) but 

using a dataset from a different time period (July 2012). The focus is to validate if the data quality 

measures that are created can be generalized for the performance measure, regardless of the time 

period of measurement. It is therefore expected that results are not deviating significantly from the 

results presented in Table 7. The results on the data quality measurements from July are presented in 

Table 8.  

From Table 8 it can be concluded that the results of the two measures indeed do not differ significantly. 

Therefore, it is validated to use the results from January 2012 for the conceptual framework in the next 

section. 

Table 8 – Results Data Quality Measurements ChemCo (July 2012) 

Dimension 
Source 

Mean* 
1 2 4 5 

Accuracy 99,91% 94,83% 99,99% 99,93% 99,32% 

Integrity 92,73% 98,70% 97,50% 97,86% 93,51% 

Consistency 99,39% 98,18% 91,59% 100,00% 99,20% 

Conformity 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 100,00% 

Completeness 92,05% 83,50% 83,25% 72,34% 90,79% 

Uniqueness 84,78% 93,28% 98,17% 98,00% 86,00% 

Timeliness 98,33% 98,33% 98,33% 98,33% 98,33% 

Total     95,31% 

* The means for the different quality dimensions of the measurements in July are compared to the means of the measurement in 

January. Using a dependent t-test it is concluded that there is no significant difference between the data set in January and July (t=0.16) 

 
4.5   Apply the data quality results to the conceptual framework 

Since the results of the data quality measurements are presented in Section 4.4, these data quality 

results can be applied in the conceptual framework.  In this framework, Performance Measure A 

represents the horizontal row, which is presented in Figure 12. The full data transformation is given in 

order to clarify that both data quality in the source systems as well as information quality are not 

measured in this case study. The next chapter analyses what these results mean for ChemCo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12- Data Quality Scores in Conceptual Framework 
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5. Results & Discussion   
With the conceptual framework developed and applied in the case study, this chapter deals with the 

evaluation of the conceptual framework. This is done by discussing the conceptual framework in Section 

5.1 and discussing the design process in Section 5.2.  

 

5.1  Evaluation of the Conceptual Framework  

This research is intended to develop a framework that provides an assessment of data and information 

quality and that provides priorities with respect to information quality initiatives to improve the 

strategic decisions made within an organisation.  

The question for this section is how the conceptual framework provides the assessment and priorities as 

it is intended to. First of all, from the results of the data quality assessment in Figure 12 it can be learned 

that by themselves these results do not provide much information within the framework. Of course 

improvement can be made in for instance the dimensions of Uniqueness, to obtain an even higher level 

of data quality for this dimension. In this case, the assessment of data quality in itself brings value, by 

providing clarity on what the level of data quality is. However, in the broader light of the data 

transformation, only suggestions can be made based on the data that is currently measured. For 

instance, it is expected that data from the source system have slightly lower scores since the 

transformation and consolidation have increased the quality of the data. On the other hand, users are 

expected to reward this level of data quality with high results on information quality measurement. If 

the results on information quality are low, then there clearly is a mismatch between the data which the 

system brings and what the users expect. Even if this mismatch occurs, knowing that there is a mismatch 

is valuable, since it provides clarity on the location of the problem in the data transformation.  Only 

measuring data quality does not indicate that there is an information quality problem and only 

measuring information quality suggests that data is of low quality, while it is not. So even though the 

data quality measurement in itself is valuable, the added value is to see how data quality flows through 

the data transformation in an organisation. To say it in terms of performance, you need to be able to 

measure your success. Measuring only data quality and not being able to compare it to the quality of the 

input (source systems) or the quality of the output (users) limits the ability to measure the successes of 

any data or information quality improvements.  

Second, after having data quality assessed, the next step is to set priorities in data and information 

quality initiatives that improve the strategic decisions made within the company. Therefore, the impact 

of the results of the data quality measurements as obtained from the conceptual framework in Section 

4.5 is calculated with respect to the sensitivity analysis in the VDT performed in Section 4.1. As such, the 

breakdown of data quality into the quality dimensions and into the different source systems provides a 

refinement on the sensitivity analysis discussed in Section 4.1.3. The breakdown is visually represented 

in Figure 13, and Figure 13 is a breakdown on Figure 6. The results of the data quality measurements on 

this breakdown of the performance measure enable to run a refined sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity 

analysis is presented in Table 9.  
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Figure 13 - Information Quality breakdown for Performance Measure A 
Note: the numbers 1 – 5 in the leaves represent the different source systems 
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Table 9 - Sensitivity Analysis on data quality dimensions  

Ranking Quality Dimensions Data Quality 
% change needed to increase DQ 

Performance measure A with 0,1% 

1 Accuracy 98,96% 0,68% 

2 Timeliness 98,33% 0,69% 

3 Completeness 97,61% 0,69% 

4 Integrity 95,73% 0,71% 

5 Uniqueness 87,70% 0,77% 

6 Consistency 99,46% Not Possible* 

7 Conformity 100,00% Not possible 
*Not possible implies that a change of 0,1% cannot be reached without increasing that data quality over 100%. Since a data quality result of 

more than 100% is not allowed, a sensitivity analysis on these dimensions is not possible.  

From the first sensitivity analysis in Table 9 it can be concluded that improvements in the data quality 

dimension of Accuracy have the highest impact on Performance Measure A and therefore on the 

complete VDT of EVA. However, there are only minor differences between number 1 and 4 in the 

ranking.  

As a result, this sensitivity analysis is split up according to the different sources in use within ChemCo as 

presented in the breakdown in Figure 13. This sensitivity analysis is presented in Table 10. From this 

Table it can be learned that that there are three initiatives which have a significantly higher impact than 

the other initiatives. First, is the improvement of the timeliness of source system 1. Second, is the 

improvement of the integrity of source system 1. Last, is the improvement of the uniqueness of source 

system 1. From the results it is evident that the best initiatives are related to source system 1. This is 

due to the fact that source system 1 is the largest contributor to the data warehouse in comparison with 

the other source systems.  

This sensitivity analysis can be further improved by adding weights to the different dimensions. For 

instance, a stock exchange company values the quality dimensions ‘timeliness’ most. By increasing the 

weight on this dimension, the impact of timeliness on the strategic decisions made is increased. In the 

same way an accounting firm values accuracy and consistency.  Which dimensions need to have an 

above average weight and which not depends per organisation or even per period in time.    

However, as mentioned in the sensitivity analysis of Section 4.1.3, this sensitivity analysis does not 

include costs. In Section 4.1.3, it is mentioned that costs of that sensitivity analysis do not directly affect 

the ranking as is presented, due to the fact that it is not the performance measure which is improved in 

this research. However, the costs are a relevant point for the sensitivity analyses in Table 9 and 10, since 

these sensitivity analysis are directly related to the attributes (dimensions) of data quality. Therefore, it 

is advised to start analysing the costs of these options to check the feasibility of the initiatives presented 

in the ranking. 
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Table 10 – Breakdown Sensitivity Analysis per different source system for ChemCo 

Ranking Dimension Source Data Quality 
% change needed to increase DQ 

Performance Measure A with 0,1% 

1 Timeliness 1 98,33% 0,83% 

2 Integrity 1 95,13% 0,86% 

3 Uniqueness 1 86,17% 0,95% 

4 Uniqueness 2 94,63% 4,95% 

5 Accuracy 2 93,53% 5,01% 

6 Completeness 2 89,58% 5,23% 

7 Accuracy 1 99,88% not possible* 

8 Accuracy 4 99,99% not possible 

9 Accuracy 5 99,93% not possible 

10 Integrity 2 98,88% not possible 

11 Integrity 4 97,33% not possible 

12 Integrity 5 97,52% not possible 

13 Consistency 1 99,75% not possible 

14 Consistency 2 98,11% not possible 

15 Consistency 4 94,02% not possible 

16 Consistency 5 100,00% not possible 

17 Conformity 1 100,00% Not possible 

18 Conformity 2 100,00% Not possible 

19 Conformity 4 100,00% Not possible 

20 Conformity 5 100,00% Not possible 

21 Completeness 1 99,45% not possible 

22 Completeness 4 87,90% not possible 

23 Completeness 5 80,16% not possible 

24 Uniqueness 4 98,03% not possible 

25 Uniqueness 5 98,11% not possible 

26 Timeliness 2 98,33% not possible 

27 Timeliness 4 98,33% not possible 

28 Timeliness 5 98,33% not possible 
*Not possible implies that a change of 0,1% cannot be reached without increasing that data quality over 100%. Since a data quality result of 

more than 100% is not allowed, a sensitivity analysis on these dimensions is not possible.  

In conclusion, from the results of the case study it is stated that the conceptual framework is indeed 

able to provide both the quality assessment and the priorities among data quality improvements. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the case study lacks having multiple quality measurements along the data 

transformation. This would have improved both the assessment as well setting the priorities by 

measuring the success of data on the data transformation.  The result provides more clarity on the exact 

location in the data transformation where improvements have the highest impact on EVA.  
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5.2  Evaluation of the design process  

This section describes the evaluation of the design process, to assess if the design process has supported 

the development of the conceptual framework. As discussed in Section 2.2 the design of the conceptual 

framework is guided by the paper of Hevner, March, Park and Ram (2004). During the development of 

the conceptual framework, both benefits and drawbacks have been experienced with relation to their 

research framework. The benefits of this research framework are the incorporation of both the 

knowledge base and the environment. The iterations and the interaction between the knowledge base 

and the environment lead to significant improvements to the model. From a two-dimensional model 

derived from literature, the model changed to three-dimensional when the importance of the data 

transformation came forward in the environment. Also the three approaches of the conceptual 

framework are an excellent example of the benefits of this research framework. Due to the involvement 

of different stakeholders during the evaluation of the conceptual framework, different perspectives on 

the conceptual framework have been introduced. These different perspectives are incorporated in the 

improvement cycle, resulting in the three approaches. 

The continuous cycle of improvement also has a drawback. During this cycle of continuous 

improvement, it is difficult to determine when to start with the case study. Up front it has been decided 

to iterate after the development of the conceptual framework and before the case study. In the end the 

conceptual framework kept being improved while the case study already started. Although this has been 

to the benefit of the quality of the conceptual framework, this has not been planned in the 

methodology. In the end the conceptual framework became too rigid, since it had fixed axes with for 

instance fixed information quality dimensions. This led to difficulty and early disagreements when 

applying this to the case study. The labels for the quality dimension derived from literature might not be 

the labels that are applied in practice.  Therefore, the choice has been made to focus on the content and 

not on the labels on the axes of the conceptual framework and allow for specialization during the case 

study. 

In the end, the design process helped definitely to design the conceptual framework and make 

improvements to the conceptual model like the added data transformation, the three approaches and 

the specialization. The only drawback is that it is difficult to determine when there is a time for 

development and when there is a time for evaluation, since it is an almost continuous cycle.  
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6. Conclusions & Recommendations 
This Chapter first answers the research question in Section 6.1. After that, Section 6.2 describes the 

recommendations. 

6.1  Conclusions  

This Chapter answers the research question posed in the beginning of this report: “How can information 

quality be related to the value driver tree of Economic Value Added?” 

To establish the relation between information quality and the value driver tree (VDT), there are three 

important constructs that are described. First, there is the transformation from data to information. 

Measuring information quality along this transformation assures that the effectiveness of data and 

information quality is measured since it allows for comparison of the quality of the input (data) and 

output (information). Second, there are the different quality dimensions, which allow to breakdown 

quality in measurable attributes. Third, performance measures are the foundation for strategic decisions 

made within an organisation. Therefore, it is of importance that the performance measures with the 

highest impact on Economic Value Added (EVA) are selected for information quality measurements. 

The combination of these three constructs is the foundation of the conceptual framework. This 

framework comes with three approaches, from which the hybrid approach is preferred.  This hybrid 

approach allows the traceability of data and information while improving the understandability by 

relabeling the information quality dimensions. The importance of clear definitions on both the data as 

well as the information quality dimensions that are agreed upon within the organisation is of utmost 

importance.  

The conceptual framework is able to provide an assessment of data and information quality and provide 

priorities in quality improvement initiatives.  There are two different ways in which priorities can be set. 

First of all, there are the priorities based on the transformation from data to information. During the 

development of the conceptual framework it became prevalent how important the data transformation 

is in order to be able to measure your success in quality measurements. One has to measure the data 

quality of the source level first, to be able to see if the data quality in the data warehouse is an 

improvement. The same holds for information quality. Information is the output of data, you cannot 

know if your data quality is successful without knowing what your information quality is.   This implies 

that data quality at the source level has to be measured first, before measuring data quality at a later 

stage in the transformation. It also indicates that data quality needs to be known before information 

quality adds value to the discussion.  

Second, priorities can be selected based on the impact performance measures have on the organisations 

outcome, in this case EVA. By use of sensitivity analysis it can be determined which performance 

measures have the highest impact. Within these performance measures this sensitivity analysis can be 

refined by calculating which quality dimensions have the highest impact. 

Setting the priorities right allows for lower costs due to nonquality data, since there is a more effective 

allocation of resources. In the end, the data and information quality projects that need to be pursued 

are the ones that bring the most value to the organisation.   
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6.2  Recommendations  

From these conclusions a couple of recommendations are made for ChemCo. First of all, in the current 

situation there is no robust alignment of the data and information quality dimensions. Therefore, it is 

not possible to work with the hybrid conceptual framework for ChemCo, even though this is preferable. 

It is recommended to work on the definitions of data and information quality and try to establish a 

‘many-to-one’ relation between the two sets of dimensions. 

Second, based on the data quality measurements from the case study, the conceptual framework 

provides two recommendations for ChemCo. First of all, there is a need to measure data and 

information quality along the transformation in order to obtain more information from the assessment 

of data quality. This means that measuring data quality is done first and that measuring your success via 

additional data and information quality measurements is done along the data transformation. Second, 

priorities can be set based on the conceptual framework. From the sensitivity analysis it can be 

concluded that the highest impact in the VDT comes from Sales Revenue, Costs of Goods Sold, Gross 

Profit and Net Operating Profit After Taxes (NOPAT). This implies that the strategic decisions with the 

most impact are made on these performance measures. In the next step, where the data quality of 

Performance Measure A has been assessed, it became apparent that it is most interesting to invest in 

the timeliness, integrity and / or uniqueness of source system 1.  

Third, when the case study was developed within ChemCo, it was not possible to select one of the five 

performance measures which have the highest impact on EVA, due to feasibility of the measurements. 

This implies that applying the complete conceptual framework is a very complex process that should not 

be underestimated. This starts already with setting up proper definitions and selecting data sources as 

highlighted in Section 4.2. To allow for a solid breakdown from the performance measure to the 

corresponding data source, ambiguities in the definition of that performance measure need to be 

avoided. An ambiguous definition leads to doubts about which data to include in the data set and which 

data to exclude.  

Next to these recommendations for ChemCo, this research has also contributed to existing literature on 

the subject. This research deals with information quality while considering three perspectives (data 

transformation, quality dimensions and performance measures of decisions). This is a combination of 

perspectives that is not addressed in the literature on information quality before. The next Chapter will 

provide the limitations to this research but also directions for any further research. 
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7. Limitations and Directions for Further Research 

This chapter deals with the limitations of this research and provides directions for further research.  

Considered the most important limitation of this research is the fact that due to constraints on time and 

resources and the focus on the process of the application of the conceptual framework, the validation 

through the case study is limited. To further develop the process of measuring data and information 

quality of the strategic decisions it can be interesting to involve different organisations that are also in 

different stages of maturity with respect to data and information quality. New perspective to further 

validate the outcomes found in this research definitely adds value. 

Another important limitation of this research is that the governance of data and information quality is 

out of the scope for this research. To talk in terms of Batini et al. (2009), the improvement phase is not 

part of this framework. For future research it can be very interesting to try to incorporate this phase into 

the conceptual framework. Measuring data and information quality is one thing, but acting upon these 

measurements is a necessary next step.  Especially in the transformation from data to information it is 

questionable where the improvements in this transformation need to take place. For source systems it 

can be suggested to apply process-driven improvement strategies, to improve the quality of the data by 

redesigning the underlying process that creates the data (Batini, Cappiello, Francalanci, & Maurino, 

2009). However, in the data warehouse data-driven strategies that modify the value of data are more 

appropriate. Nonetheless, more research on this relation is needed provide clarification on this matter. 

Additionally, an interesting perspective which is not included in this framework is time. The case study 

incorporated results from the year 2012.  It can be very interesting to see how data and information 

quality progresses over the years. In this way not only results can be seen within the data 

transformation but also how it transforms over time. Especially, this is interesting when considering the 

governance of data and information, since then it is expected that results improve over time. 

Furthermore, it can be interesting in future research to distinguish between push and pull 

measurements of information quality. The framework now is a driver to proactively start measuring 

information quality and act upon the results. However, it could also be the other way around, by setting 

targets on data and information quality that need to be accomplished. A reactive response is then to 

measure data and to identify the gaps with the targets. This latter perspective corresponds with 

different authors stating that it is management (senior executives) who need to identify the level of 

information quality needed (Davenport & Snabe, 2011). Also literature on quality states that quality 

needs to be determined by top management and cannot be delegated (Deming, 1994).In this light the 

conceptual framework is providing a roadmap to obtain the targets set. This has relations to the first 

limitation mentioned in this chapter that suggest the involvement of companies in different stages of 

maturity. A possible hypothesis is that companies in the later stages of maturity with respect to data and 

information quality demand a roadmap to deal with their targets while organisations in an earlier stage 

of maturity demand more an exploratory roadmap as is provided in this research. 

For future research it can be interesting to take a different perspective on the selection of the 

performance measures (the vertical axis of the conceptual framework). Within this research the explicit 

choice is made to select the value driver tree (VDT) of Economic Value Added (EVA) as a concept to 
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support the decisions within the organisation and to select the performance measures. However, there 

are many other concepts available. For instance, a decision tree can be an interesting input for the 

making of strategic decisions. Although it can be a challenge to relate the nodes (the decisions) of this 

tree directly to the right data, this type of tree is not limited to an isolated sensitivity analysis as is the 

case with the VDT. The probabilistic nature of the decision trees allows for better scenario analysis 

which takes into account the interrelations between the different variables.  

Another difficult point in this research is to deal with definitions and labels on data and information 

quality dimensions. There is a pile of literature available, as introduced in Section 3.2, but even that pile 

is not able to solve the issue. It remains difficult that two different persons can refer to the same 

dimensions but have in mind a different definition or refer to different dimensions which seem to have 

the same definition. Further research on the content of the definitions, by for instance categorizing the 

content of the many definitions provided in literature, provides added value to the literature available. 

This research, but also the research of Batini et al. (2009), can provide an excellent starting point for 

that. 
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Glossary 

Accessibility 

Laudon and Laudon (2012) define accessibility as data being accessible, comprehensible and usable. 

Other authors split up the definition in accessibility, referring to the availability of data and 

understandability referring to the comprehensibility of data (Kahn, Strong, & Wang, 2002; Gustavsson & 

Wänström, 2009; Naumann & Rolker, 1999).  

Accuracy 

According to Laudon and Laudon (2012) accuracy is referring to the extent in which data are able to 

represent reality. The definition of Tozer (1999) is quite similar and states that accuracy is about the 

value of data being correct.  

Also, accuracy is described as “the extent to which data objects correctly represent the real-world values 

for which they were designed” (SAP AG, 2012). 

Conformity 

Conformity is defined as “the extent to which data conforms to a specified format” (SAP AG, 2012). 

Consistency 

According to Laudon and Laudon (2012) consistency relates to the consistency in the definition of the 

data elements. Some describe it as semantic consistency. For instance Levitin and Redman (1995), who 

define it as “consistency of definitions among related components” (p.85).  

Also, consistency is defined by SAP AG as “the extent to which distinct data instances provide non-

conflicting information about the same underlying data object” (2012). 

Completeness 

Completeness is about all necessary data being present (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). Kahn et al. (2002) 

have a more extensive definition, which states “completeness is the extent to which information is not 

missing and is of sufficient breadth and depth for the task at hand” (p.187).  

Also, completeness is referred to as “the extent to which data is not missing” (SAP AG, 2012).  

Data  

Data are raw recordings or observations of facts (English, 1999; Sen, 2001; Curtis & Cobham, 2002; 

Laudon & Laudon, 2012). 

Data Quality 

Although data quality is often used interchangeably with information quality, the literature on data 

quality often refers to the general definition of quality of Juran (1999). An example is provided by Wang 

& Strong (1996) who define data quality as “data that are fit for use by data consumers” (p.6). Several 

authors extended this definition into their research (Tayi & Ballou, 1998; Stvilia, Gasser, Twidale, & 

Smith, 2007).  

Information 

Information is data where relevance, purpose, meaning is added and which helps in decision-making and 

therefore is meaningful and useful (English, 1999; Sen, 2001; Curtis & Cobham, 2002; Laudon & Laudon, 

2012).  
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Information Quality 

Although information quality is often used interchangeably with data quality, the literature on 

information quality often follows the quality perspective of meeting customers’ expectations (English, 

2001; English, 1999; Gustavsson & Wänström, 2009). For instance, Gustavsson and Wänström (2009) 

define information quality as the “ability to satisfy stated and implied needs of the information 

consumer” (p. 327).  

Integrity 

Integrity is defined as the consistency of the structure of data and relationships among the entities and 

attributes (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). Other authors refer to integrity as structural consistency (Levitin & 

Redman, 1995; Stvilia, Gasser, Twidale, & Smith, 2007) or consistent representation (Naumann & Rolker, 

1999; Kahn, Strong, & Wang, 2002; Wang & Strong, 1996). 

Furthermore, integrity is defined as “the extent to which data is not missing important relationship 

linkages” (SAP AG, 2012). 

Timeliness 

Timeliness, refers to data being available when needed (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). Naumann and Rolker 

(1999) refer to it as the “age of information” (p. 18). Multiple authors have stated timeliness and their 

definitions all relate to data being up-to-date or current (Kahn, Strong, & Wang, 2002; Tozer, 1999; 

Maltz, 2000). 

Also, timeliness is defined as “the extent to which data is sufficiently up to date for the task at hand” 

(SAP AG, 2012). 

Uniqueness 

Uniqueness is “the extent to which the data for a set of columns is not repeated” (SAP AG, 2012, p. 88). 

Validity 

Validity is defined as data values falling within the defined ranges (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). In addition, 

Gustavsson and Wänström (2009) describe the dimension as “the extent to which the information 

measures what it should measure”. 
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Appendix A – Overview quality dimensions from literature 
Table 11 - Comparison of Information Quality Dimensions 

Naumann & Rolker (2000)  Bocij et al. (2008) Wang & Strong (1996)  Levitin & Redman (1995) Stvila et al. (2007) Kahn et al. (2002)  
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Appendix B – Value Driver Tree’s derived from literature 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14 – How Customer Relations Management affects Economic Value Added (Taken from: Lambert & Pohlen, 2001) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 15 – How Supplier Relationship Management affects Economic Value Added (Taken From: Lambert & Pohlen, 2001) 
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Figure 16 - A decision-oriented value driver tree of EVA (Taken From: Hahn & Kuhn, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


